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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The r e a l i t y of one nation*s relationship t o another
and the peaceful maintenance of these z*elationships bear
unprecedented Import in today*3 International socioty.

The

concepts of sovereignty and national interest as a basis for
the objective of any nation's foreign policy are being se*
verely challenged.
policy i s survival*

The objective of a nation's foreign
The niandate for iricreased relinquisli-

ment of both sovereignty and national interest plays an
increasingly important role as a basis for effective interaction.

The above-mertioned criteria of sovoreii::Xy a .d

national interest ro lain the sai e for obtaining a iiatior's
obiective of survival.

Rovolutionary altoratio.is have ta.en

jtlace^ however, in tho r e l a t i o ship of the^e criteria ao
regards the sui^ival of not aoraly a GGi^^arate and soverelr^n
natio;.-8tate, but the survival of the irroernawioiiril systo
of interacting and interdepo^i leat natiu - s t a t e s as a v/hole.
The survival of t h i s systoc. iii based on the orrective?.}
iB^i)let:'anted interrelationship of these basic c r i t e r i a .
Takin,*> into cO'^nizaiX^a i! e conce^--: oi' interaction ar<..
interdependence in to jay's int^rrtational cociet-^ , i t ic- of

greatest necessity to realize the existence of the newly
emergent nation-states and their importance.

With survival

of the international system and cooperative effort being
the primary objective of hopefully rational decision makers
in the realm of foreign policy, the relationship per se is
complicated by the existence of those nation-states which
are the ••haves" and those which are the "have-nots," and by
the antagonism between the communist and non-communist states
This situation has precipitated, in most simple terms, a
loose bipolarization of amorphous political power factors
while the military power factors remain in a stricter bipolar
relationship.
This paper will examine the foreign policy of nonalignment as professed by the majority of the newly emergent
and "have-not" nations.

It is my purpose to inquire vdiether

the policy of nonalignment is invalid as a realistic action
policy.
The second chapter will investigate the historical
events centering around World War I and World War II which
set the stage for the emergence of newly independent nationstates and the demise of Western Colonialism.

Chapter III

will examine the most important post-war conferences of the
newly emergent nation-states and their attempts to define
the relictionships between themselves and the rest of the
world, as well as their attempt to formulate a definitive
foreign policy both declaratory and active.

Chapter IV will

present actual situations of international import and investigate actions and reactions of the so-called nonaligned
nations in an attempt to define nonalignment in action*

As

a result of the above-mentioned research, I hope to present
valid conclusions that nonalignment 13 ui.*eallstic as an
action policy, and at best the professed policy can ciost
accurately be described as flexible aligntient.

f

CHAPTER II
TWO WORLD tf/ARS AND THEIR EFFECT OK COLOKlALISf^
World War I was the beginning of the end of nineteenth century colonialism.

The existing structure of colo-

nialism was not in itself directly affected by the war*

The

most specific results were in the minds of the millions of
inhabitants of the Afro-Asian nations^ colonies* and tribes*
The concept of the legitimacy of European domination
was beginning its decline*
While the Western European nations viewed their role
in World War I as an attempt to riaintain and protect national sovereignties the African and Asian peoples viewed World
Wa- I strictly as a cA'-.i war between white men.

The great

masses of population which had for so long been subjected
to, and exploited under the rule of the great Western powers,
now began to question in earnest the legitimacy of tie white
Rian's supremacy*

If the Western powers were in fact su^^orior,

and if they bore their righteous burden with sach a ereat
degree of responsibility to the other peoples of the world,
why were they not able to channel this superiority into an
effective basis of ner;otiation for tiieir Own proble.'-s? Tho
image of the white f.an as a logitiu^tely superior a./d dot inating force in the ,»/orla .^as boirii^ seriously questic .oi*
World War I created the necessity for revijien of

J«i

colonial practice.

While there had been some evidence of

the coalng downfall of colonialism in the nineteenth century with the Congress of Vienna in l8l5 and the Brussels
Conference in 1890, World War I and the post-war period
saw for the first tine an attempt at organized and efficient colonial administration.
The changing atmosphere in the realm of colonialism
is readily discernible.

With the advent of attempts to

alleviate certain problems in the light of colonial administration, many of the subjected peoples felt that the
League of Nations and other efforts at improvement and
even disintegration were merely attempts by the Western
powers to collectively dominate the colonies under the
auspices of international law.

Accompanying these devel-

opments was the advent of a world public opinion steadily
beginning to align itself with anti-colonial thought.
The greatest functional aspect of immediate postwar change came as the result of the loss of the war by
the Central Powers.

Paralleling this situation was the

fact that the Austrian Empire was consequently divided
into several new nations.

Although there was little

actual loss of territory by Germany in Europe, she was
forced to concede to certain limitations on her sovereignty and the loss of all her overseas territories.
The old Ottoman Empire had come to an end, and was subsequently replaced by the ReDUbllc of Turkey.

The Paris Peace Conference of 1919 was faced with the
problem of the existing pool of former German colonies and
Turkish provinces now ready for distribution.

The immediate

effects on colonialism as a result of the war were the great
political and territorial vacuums created by the upsetting
of the old balance of power in Europe.

While the concept of

colonialism itself remained intact, its legitimacy and validity were being severely tested and questioned.
The Mandate System, invented to deal with the postwar political and territorial vacuums, is fair game for both
idealist and cynic since it represented a new and enlightened approach to colonialism and was also a practical expedient for sharing the spoils of war among the victors
without too grave a violation of the nonannexation pledges.^
The attempts by the League of Nations to revamp the process
of colonial administration under the Mandate System, took
the existing post-war colonial system as a model.

By doing

this there were certain standards and restrictions placed
on the system, and the Mandatory Powers were subjected to
a modest but unprecedented international supervision.
Implementing the Mandate System under the League of
Nations was the idealistically based concept of selfdetermination which was projected into the post-war atmosphere by Woodrow Wilson.

The development of the Mandate

^Rupert Emerson, From Empire to Nation (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1962}, p. 2if.

System and the concession to American idealism on the part
of other countries of the world were representative of the
beginning of a new concept.

This concept adhered to the

principle that colonies were a trust rather than simply a
property which was to be exploited and treated as if its
people had no rights of their own.

Immediately following

World War I, the fact that none of the former colonies or
provinces were annexed outright set an important precedent
for negotiations immediately following World War II, at
which time the United Nations trust territories not only
were no^ annexed, but were subsequently given guarantees
of futtire independence, which with a few minor exceptions,
2
have at this time all been fulfilled.
The idealistically based concepts of humanitarianism and self-determination were subsequently incorporated
into Article 22 of the League Covenant and into the mandate
agreements.

Article 22 in its final form referred to the

former enemy territories as those "which are inhabited by
peoples not yet able to stand by themselves under the stren*
uous conditions of the modern world."^

The principle that

these territories were a sacred trust of civilization was
applied, and the idea that their well-being and development
^Stewart E. Easton, yhe Rise and Fall of Western
Colonialism (New York: Frederick A. Praeger, Inc., 1964),
^ h e Covenant of the League of Nations, Article 22.

s
was to come under the tutelage of the then existing "advanced nations" was also professed.
At the Paris Peace Conference the Allied Powers established a system of mandates.

These mandates were divided

into three categories—A, B, and 0.

Class ^ f^ndates were

considered to have reached a fair stage of development and
required only limited supervision by a larger nation.
Class B Mandates were comprised primarily of lands in Central Africa.

For a nation to qualify as a mandatory power

in Africa, it had to guarantee religious freedom, end slave
trade, and guarantee the resolution of various other problems.

The majority of the territory in Africa had belonged

to Germany.

The territory was divided among Britain, Bel-

gium, and France.

Class £ Mandates were to be treated more

or less as possessions.
When the decision as to what type of mandate each
territory would be had been made, and the territories had
been allocated among the various colonial powers, the
Council of the League of Nations, itself established as an
integral part of the peace treaties, was required to accept
the arrangements and see that the terms of the mandate were
fulfilled.^

In the case of the Class A Mandates, it was

generally agreed upon that the mandatory powers would initiate policies of administration which would prepare their

^Easton, loc. cit.

charges for independence after a brief period of tutelage.
Generally speaking, in the B and £ Mandates, no specific
provision was established for ultimate independence.
Reports on the mandated territories had to be submitted annually to the Permanent Mandate Commission of the
League of Nations, made up of experts in colonial administration drawn from different nations, chosen as individuals
and not as nominees of their respective governments. The
pressure on the mandatory powers was exclusively moral because of the fact that neither the Council nor the Commission was authorized to interfere in any way with the actual
administration of the territories.^

Whether the pressure

was exercised or implied, it had at least some effect on
the mandatory powers as none of them liked to be faced with
lying or prevaricating, or simply to omit any account of
conditions discreditable to themselves.
The idea of self-determination was Introduced with
overtones of universality, but at the time was aimed only
at the practical protection of minorities.

It was, however,

the Impetus for a new stirring among the colonies.

The pur-

pose of self-determination as it was originally proposed
sought at the time only to suggest that the interests, and
not the national d^esires of the colonial populace be lifted to an equality with the claims of their alien rulers.
Gaston, 0£. cit., p. 125*
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Self-determination and its impact were not felt completely
and immediately as the concept was developed early in the
rise of colonial nationalism.
effects, however.

The "idea" had overwhelming

Leaders of colonial nationalism could

not resist rallying their masses beneath the flag of selfdetermination.

As a result, this concept became a major

appeal of the West, as well as the Bast.

While the Western

Allies were understandably reluctant to see the principle
carried seriously beyond Europe, the Bolsheviks not only
made use of it at home but found it an ideal instrument for
the confusion of their enemies and the incitement to revolutionary action of the imperiallstically downtrodden.
The most significant effects of World War I on colonialism were to prove intangible in nature.

There were

considerable moral overtones which accompanied the spread
of the doctrines of democracy and self-determination.

The

colonies had begun to stir with the fires of colonial nationalism.

The Instability and profound cleavage in the

ranks of the white rulers had been laid bare for all the
world to see.

The colonies were rallying rapidly behind

the first show of instability within the Western world
itself.
The inter-war period witnessed the attacks upon

Rupert Emerson, Fyom Empire t2 Ni^tion (Cambridge,
las 8.1 Harvard University Press, 1962T7 p. 26.
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colonialism as gathering In momentum and intensity.
Arnold J. Toynbee reviewed the situation as follows:
It was a movement which was remarkably uniform in
its two principle features: in its negative phase
it consisted of a drive to throw off the ascendancy
of the Western powers; in its positive phase it was
an impulse to adopt the military techniques, the
political institutions, the economic organizations,
and the spiritual culture of the West, but to adopt
these by deliberate choice instead of being compelled
to conform to them under pressure.^
In Asia, Africa, and the Middle East there were significant moves on the part of the colonies to throw off the
yoke of their Western administrators.

Revolutionary leaders

increased the Intensity of their peoples* nationalism.

In

Moroceoi Abd-el-Krim challenged the Spanish and the French;
in Egypt, Saad Zaghbul Pasha led the nationalists against
the British; and in Syria there was a rebellion to throw
off the French Mandatory rule.*' The Chinese Revolution
began to show tendencies of emerging from the tangled campaigns and alliances of the war lords. The Kuomlntang was
taking shape as the chief force of Chinese nationalism
under the leadership of Chiang-Ka*l-shek.

India, which

was one of the most prized colonial possessions, took the
position as the chief focus of attention in the colonial
sphere. Under the increasingly potent leadership of Ghandi,
Indian nationalists were making demands on the British which
7lbld.. p. 27.
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the British government itself was net Immediately pre^^ared
to grant*
The great economic depression during tho inter-war
years greatly intensified tho already existing nationalist
and anti-imperialist trends.

The depression caused a sharp

decline in the world demand for the raw caaterisls and foodstuffs of the underdeveloped countries*

This condition saw

a reduction in private and public Income which highlighted
their precarious dependence on the iauustrial West.

Charges

of exploitation and discrimination found new substance in
the tariffs and quotas devised by the iriperial powers to
bolster up their own shaky position,"'
Another significant effecc of the depression on the
liationalist o.ovei^ent resulted frot. the fact thai, both colonial goveriif.*onts and private enterprise were forced ^o cut
down on their expensive ouropeax staffs and economise by
nakin^: raore extensive Uoe of local ^^orsounel.

Tiriis ritu-

ation did not open posts of conuiand lo local representatives,
but it did afford tha.^ i-.iudle-brackot poi.lticiii; and valuable
experience hitherto dei/ied tLeu.
Gerrnany, Italy, aud Japau .palcka-j ^eiijed Ui>on the JC ifiitiion induced by the depi^esslwUi to a-. r'3ssivuly i-iitlato an
imperialist drive*

The v«ei^:er:i imperial powers were co.-tc.it,

however, with the niaintonaiioo oJ a stat'.^. quo in ti.e realr.

-Ibid., p. 2o.
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of their colonial policies.

Britain, France, and the United

States chose to hold onto what they already had.
The effects of World V/ar II on colonial ism were staggering and conclusive.

For all practical purposes, the

existence of V/estern imperialism and colonialism as the
world had previously known were rapidly ending.

Although

the principles set forth after World War I had been aggressively violated and transcended by both Japan and Germany,
at least as far as the Ilandate system was concerned, it
was too late to squelch the overwhelming rise of colonial
nationalism.

World 'Jar I had seen the beginning of the end

of Western prestige and expansionist doinination of colonies*
World War II presented the complete disintegration of V^estern prestige in the realci of colonial domination, and saw
the development of a political and economic vacuum to be
filled by the two major and opposing blocs of East and West.
The Western colonial powers had generated so little
loyalty and satisfaction among their colonies that the oppressed were in some instances agreeable to a dictatorial
takeover by one of the Axis Powers.

The Dutch in Indonesia

had so poorly administered their colony that the Japanese
were welcomed by the people under Dutch tutelage.
also the case with the French in Indo-China.

This was

No attempts

had been made to initiate any programs which might eventually
lead to self-rule.

As a result, the Japanese met with little

resistance as they overran these colonies.
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The colonies had seen two great spheres cone to blows
in two separate wars and had seen the white man defeated.
The Second World War had proved beyond a doubt to the people
of the Afro-Asian territories that the white man was definitely not invincible.

The honor and legitimacy of the West-

ern white ruler's supremacy had been tainted at his own
hands in the First V/orld War. The same thing had happened
in the Second World War, but this time at the hands of the
non-whites themselves.

They had been winning and v/ould

never forget the fact that the Western white leaders had
been on the brink of defeat.
The morals seemed obvious: the signs of imperialism
had been broadcast to all the world, the prestige of
the white man had been wiped out, and colonialism
was dead. The second great lesson, distilled from
the experience of the war, headed in precisely the
opposite direction: total war made more valuable
than ever before the possession of empires which
offered strategic depth, indispensable resources,
and refuge for the temporarily defeated or hard
pressed.-^^
The combination of the disruption of the colonial order,
the shift to Japanese and German rule, and the final defeat
of the new conquerors were ideally calculated to release
the gathering forces of colonial nationalism which had been
intensifying throughout the preceding decades.
The Trusteeship System under the United Nations is
built on much the same idealistic principles as was the
Mandate System under the League of Nations.

^^Ibid., p. 30.

The most
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outstanding feature is the fact that the idea of trusteeship
was developed in a climate quite different than had existed
after World War I.

The Mandate S^'-stem had been drawn up in

what was primarily a European world, whereas the Trusteeship
System was drawn up in the light of the emergent political
strength of the non-European and essentially non-colonial
world.

Whereas the relevant part of the Covenant had been

a self-denying ordinance of the colonial powers, setting
limits to the privileges of ownership, the corresponding section of the United Nations Charter was more nearly a negotiated contract between rulers and ruled, asserting the rights
and aspirations of the latter as well as the authority of
the former."^^
The terms of trusteeship, including any subsequent
alteration, "shall be agreed upon by the states directly
concerned" (Art. 79), subject to approval by the Security
Council for "strategic areas" and by the General Assembly
for ordinary "trust territories."

In essence it can be said

that the Working Paper which became Article 73(b) of the
Charter was a basis for the overall structure and purpose of
the Trusteeship Council and systen.

In general it recor^nizes

the territories or trusts as the sacred responsibility of the
adninistrating powers, and their welfare and overall advancement was of primary concern.

^^Inis L. Claude, Jr., Swords Into Plowshares (New
York: Random House, 1959), p. 356.
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The concept of self-determination has been officially
implemented in the United Nations Charter in both Articles
one and 55 as "respect for the principle of equal rights and
self-determination of peoples."^^ Even though self-determination has been embodied in the United Nations Charter, it
has had little effectiveness in actual peace-making as the
major powers of alliance have distinct and varying notions
as to the use of the theory.

The Western colonial powers

saw self-determination as the acquiescence of an empire,
while the attitude of the Soviet Union fostered self-determination in as much as it could be used as a tool against
capitalist imperialism, and did not deviate from basic communistic doctrine.

One of the difficulties in the situation

is that although the United Nations might help to make it so,
self-determination is not a right which finds any place in
international law.^^

The revolutionary characteristics of

self-determination itself will prevent it from developing
into any type of constitutional framework.

Self-determination

can find no real and practical application as long as the
term "the peoples'" maintains such a vague conceptual di€ignosis of ethnic distribution.
The United Nations and the idea of trusteeship is an
attempt to deal with a situation before rather than after
^^united Nations Charter, Articles 51 and 55*
^^Emerson, op* cit.. p. 303*
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it develops into a state of crisis.

Following this line of

thinking, the work of the United Nations in dealing with the
problems of colonialism may be analyzed as an effort to prevent not merely a World War III, but a hypothetical World
War IV, by preventing the development of an Irreconcilable
international relationship and breach of rational coexistence
between the European and non-European worlds.-^^^
World Wars I and II were the final chapters in the
realm of colonialism, but the first in today's Afro-Asian
revolution.

The emergence of the Afro-Asian bloc is charac-

terized by a "split-level" revolutionary process* I^jor
powers of East and West are attempting to maintain a balance
of power, and further to implement a feasible specimen of
peaceful coexistence.

Nationalism appears to be the means

toward the ends of the major powers of East and V/est. On
the other hand, there is a group of highly nationalistic
new states, who view the ends of both East and West as the
means to their desired end of nationalism itself.
The revolution of today's newly emerging nations can
be compared in purpose to the American Revolution.

The

desire of people to be free and independent is a constant
factor in society.

The two revolutions are diametrically

opposed in the realm of expediency at hand to culminate the
goals of the revolution.

Participants in today's revolution

^^Claude, op. cit.. p. 37^.

iiiiw»ii«iiiii I > I "••—

-^mmmmm
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find that expediency is mandatory, and that certain basic
principles upon which their revolution may be based must
be sacrificed.
The end of colonialism and the emergence of a multitude of new nations has made it mandatory that these nations integrate themselves into the world community.

Their

ability to achieve this and subsequently apply philosophically and politically based concepts to the existing needs
of their own nations will affect and determine not only the
fate of the new nations themselves, but perhaps ultimately
of the world.

History teaches lessons, but the lessons

change with each ounce of history which is added to the
compound, and especially with who adds the ounce, who ex15
pounds the lesson, and why. '^
The age old game of polities is much the same as
ever. The new governments must be able to interpret subjectivity and apply it objectively.

They must deal with

reality in order to preserve reality Itself.

With the de-

mise of colonialism as a result of two great world wars, a
need now exists for the assessment and reassessment of
political values by both the old and new states.

The im-

pact of Western economic, political, and military domination is now economic, political, and military reverberation.
The Western world now wonders at the mon<^ter It may or nay
not have created.
^^Paul Linebarger and Harry W. Hazard, "Colonialism
Reconsidered," in The Idea of Colonialism, eds. Robert
Strausz-Hupe and Harry W. Hazard (New Yorki Prseger, 1958),
p. 472.

f^

CHAPTER III
0RGAHI2ATI0H AND CONCEPT OF K0NALI0NK2NT
The end of World War II has seen the emergence of a
large number of new nations.
continues to evolve.

This developmental sequence

The greater majority of these ne«

states are In Asls and Africa.
that no two states are alike.

It Is generally accepted
The great number of new

ststes can be generally likened to one another, however,
In the realm of their declaratory foreign policies of
neutralism and/or nonalignment.
The first significant attempt by a group of newly
independent nations to form a cohesion of similar and divergent interests based on regional unity was the Arab
League.

Initial exploration of the realistic concept of

Arab regional unity began in 1943 as a result of the existence of six newly independent Arab States.

The problen was

tackled In bilateral consultations between the Prime Minister of Egypt and representatives of the six other newly independent Arab States, which were followed by conferences
of the leaders of the seven Arab States at Alexandria In
September 1944 and at Cairo In March 1945*
iThe Arab Information Center, The Aya^ league: Its
Origin* Purpose* Structure £nd Activities (New Yorki 1955),
pp. 8-9.
19
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Although the majority of Arab States were limited in
their exereise of sovereignty by treaties signed under duress or by the presence of occupation forces on their soil,
their independence was sufficient to enable them to turn
their attention to the question of Arab unity*

As a result

of each of the Arab States struggling for its own independence, the concept of outright unity was hindered by the
existence of provincialism which proved to be difficult to
overcome*

Hence the idealistic concept of immediate and

outright unity, championed by the pan-Arabists, was not even
seriously considered by the conferees at Alexandria and Cairo
(1944-1945)—who represented sovereign states and thought
in terms of practical steps of cooperation, rather than
idealistic formulas for organic unity*^
The goal of "limited, functional unity" and the .r^ethod
of "gradualism" were subsequently decided upon,

Arab leader-

ship was then confrontea with twO main alternative forms of
unity*

The choice was between an organization represent in,-

all the Arab States but establishing looser ties ai.ong the.:,
on the one hand, and an oi\anization in which Heuer Arab
States participated, but which wa;j uore coi..^act and eiicyutive. on the other hand*^

The first choice ..a^ decide- i^pcr;

as the more feasible of the t.;o.
^Ibid.. p. 10*
^Ibid.
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Representatives of seven Arab States—Egypt, Iraq,
Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Trans-Jordan (now Jordan),
and Yemen—concluded their conference in Cairo on March 22,
1945.

The result was a historical document known as the

"Pact of the League of Arab States."

This culmination of

the deliberations of 1943-1945 Is indicative of the triumph
of both the universalists. as far as territorial scope was
concerned, and of the gradualists and moderates* fls far
the functional scope was concerned.

^

The pact did allow,

however, for the potential future establishment of closer
ties among the Arab States.

Article nine of the pact au-

thorizes member states "which desire to establish closer
cooperation and stronger bonds than are provided by this
pact" to "conclude agreements to that end."
With the exception of an unofficial Pan-African Congress held in 1919, the Cairo Conference of Arab States and
resultant League of Arab States, was the earliest fruitful
attempt at a regional organization of newly Independent
states.

The Importance of the Arab League cannot be over-

stated.

While criterion for membership and participation

was not neutrality or nonalignment, the League set precedent
for actions to be taken by newly emergent nations in the
years following World War II. Regional unity and the subsequent attempts to Implement national identity and selfassertion as Independent states were the forerunners for the
development of even more complex criteria In the realm of

22
foreign policy itself as concerns the multitude of newly
emergent states throughout the world*
The most ivq^ortant meeting of sovereign new states
was held at Bandung, Indonesia in April of 1955*

This meet-

ing was the first time that sovereign Asian and African
states had come together in an attempt to define their relationship with one another as well as with the rest of the
world*

The Bandung Conference was not a gathering of spe-

cifically non-committed nations, but of Afro-Asian states
regionally defined and includl i^ Asian ".embers of SEATO as
well as the communist states of China and North Vietnai*^
There were twenty-nine nations in attendance and no
white nation was invited.

There was a recognizable geo-

graphic consideration with the exception of the omission
of the two Koreas, the Soviet Union, and the Mongolian
Peoples' Republic from the Asian bloc: Israel frorii the ^..iddle Eastern bloc: and the Union of Sout). Africa from the
African bloc.
The Bandung Confers ice cor.cistvi rf varying political
vlov/s and philosophies*

It was or.e of tha first major and

organized attempts by the new states to group to::9tY.7.r

ini

make their specific de ands for that ma.'crity of the • uma ;
race which is no:.-.vhite Tor a fair share of tic future.

The

meaning of the Eandun^: Conrorence ;:.eened to indicate that
^Uurenco W. 'Martin (ed.), neutralism ai^d Nonali^rir^ont
(^!ev Yorx: Frederick A* /raegor. Inc., 1962), Introductio:*,
p. xvi.
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outside those areas where the communists wero then in control there was an ever increasing and growing devotion to
the principles of freeda^ and derjocracy.

A farther impli-

cation of the conference v/as the realisation that understanding is the hope of the free world and the

destiiiy of

deniocracy*^
Despite aill protestations to the contrary and despite
expressions or continued good ./111 tov/ards the V/est and the
fojrmer "raother countries," Bandont^ aiued at tho creation of
a unified front of tho Q^-^Qri:oAt peoples of Asia and Afri:;a.
Although the conference pa^.'^iicipantG in general made efforts
to avoid any show of racialisrri and chauvinism in their approach to the problQTiS facin,;: then, they wore most obviously
motivated by the explicit consideration of their separate
racial identities from the v/nite peoples ox" tlie .vorli.
President Sukar lo of L;icaesia, who acted as host to
the conference, set its toiiO ii: hij openiii

address* r.e

said:
Let uo not be bitter about: the pa^t . . . let uo
remember that the stature of all mankind is dindnished 30 lon^: av^ .Aatiox.s o^r parts c£ naticx^i are
still unfree. Let us remember that the hi^^.est
pur^.ooe of L.a.i is the liberation oC rnan Tro.. his
bonds of fear, his bonds of poverty, the liberation
of L'^n froi.. tho phy^^ical, spiritual ai.a i:.\.jll3Ctual
bonds which have lonr, Gtunted the development of
hu:.:ai-.lty»o mar'Cx^ity. Ai>i let us j^neu^ber, sisters
and brotherti, tha- for tho sake or all that, we
^Carlos P. Romulo, The Me^-i^-^^ oi' Janduru: (c'^t^^ol Hij-1:
Tho University of North Carol i^: Pre- , 1956), pp.:-;-;?.
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Asians and Africans must be united.^
Geographical consideration, the racial element, and
anti-colonialism were the primary criteria for attendance
at the Bandung Conference.

The conference was unusual in

that it comprised the poorer and less-developed countries
of Asia and Africa, whose peoples together constitute more
than half the human family—1,300,000,000 human beings who
happen to be non-white—and who share, on the whole, a
bitter memory of Western control and domination.^
The twenty-nine nations at Bandung shared a common
abhorrence of imperialism and a common hope and desire for
economic developraent and social progress.

Out of the Ban-

dung Conference came the Impetus for the policies of neutralism and positive neutrality to be followed by the newly
emerging nations.

"The family resemblance" was not totally

complete at Bandung.

The Asian-African Conference Included

(1) outright communist states like China and North Viet Nam;
(2) allies of the Western powers like Turkey in NATO and
Pakistan, Thailand, and the Phllllplnes in SEATO; (3) states
more or less friendly toward the West like Liberia, Ethiopia,
Libya, Iraq, Lebanon, Iran, and Ceylon; and (4) the aggressively "neutralist" states like India, Indonesia, Burma, and
^See Nehru, "Report on Bandung" (Statement In the
Lower House of the Indian Parliament, April 30, 1955),

p. 293.
'^Romulo, 0£. pit.. p. 3.
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most of the remaining Jlrab countries*^
It is obvious from tho above list of attondlnc states
at Bandung that criteria for participation could in no sense
of the wojrd have beon neutralism or nc^alijnront.

The nri-

rtary purpose of the conference was for "^h? attending; nations
to exchange views and consider solutions to co^^rron problers
that infringed o-.i their freolcr. and equality in rorld society.
Regardless of the number of speechen, pronouncement?^,
and declarations made at Bandung, no clear and precise definition of the tern "neutrality" emerged fro^ the r.«>etlng.

As

ths nations present at the Band-m: Conference began to find
themselves increasingly involved in the real':^ of intor.\".tlonal relations, it v^as apparent that they would once again
have to rationalize their policies ./ith the existing situation*
Tho late Prirao ^'Inlster of Indi-i ^lehru co:i"):ained to
the Asian Legal Consultative Con.T^i+tee in ?;mu Delhi, In
April, 1957, that there ./as ::re<!2t need for "an o'.inent body
of scholars anj Jurists Q o ^ ::hroi; ll-hv o' 'ho ^er'.

•nou-

^rnlltvt aj? :;nrrently r.,:ed i'l \nt jr^-tntional relations, so
that at lo.ist o'lr thinki.,- may becon^e gtraic^-t.'* He furth-r
^ ^ ^y* e o •

Delegatoc hero must kno .' hcv/ vaguely "^he v/ord
• n e u t r a l i t y * or •neutrcilirji • as i t i s sor.eti os
c a l l e d , i s n33u ^-iOw . . . j0i.eti;:.?s a3 a t e r i
of abuse, sometimes in a d i f f o r e n t /vay, but c.ostly
^Ro. -.ilo, o^* C i t * , p * ^*
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in a manner which does not describe what is meant
exactly . . .If a country is supposed to be neutral
today, then, presumably some other country which is
not neutral should be described as belligerent, and
yet that would be a wrong description because the
other country is not engaged in regular or recognized
warfare. I do not quite know how International law
or Jurists of repute would define what is called
*cold war,* which is^ presumably, some kind of suspended belligerency.^
The Belgrade Conference of 1961 developed as a result of the initiatives of Nasser, Tito, and Nkrumah, with
the purpose being to sow the seeds of a broader and better
coordinated policy which, as it gained steadily in strength
and maturity, would assume an even greater responsibility
for the future of our troubled world."^

The Belgrade Con-

ference differed from the Bandung Conference in as much as
the criterion for attendance was not based on regionalism,
but noncommltment.

This conference was an attempt to es-

tablish a definitive frameviiork for the uncommitted nations,
and from this conference emerged the term "nonalignment."
The most Important confrontation at Belgrade occurred
over the question of mediation between those who, with Prime
Minister Nehru, argued that the tasks of mediation should
take precedence over emotional denunciations of colonialism
and those who supported Indonesian President Sukarno and
9Nehru, 0£. cit.. p. 508ff.
^^Sayed Nofal, "The Hole of the Arab World in the
Afro-Asian Conferences from Bandung to Belgrade," Dynamics
a£ Neutralism in the Arab World., ed. Fayez A. Sayegh (San
Francisco: Chandler Publishing CoT.pany, 1964), p. 252.
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Ghana's Kwame Nkrumah in their insistence of keeping anticolonialism at the top of the agenda.^^

As a result of the

Belgrade Conference, we see the development of the concept of
a separate entity of "nonaligned" states or new states recognized not for their regional status, but for their attitudes
toward policy formulation as a group in international relations.
The Bandung Conference searched for definitions, and
Belgrade tried to assume one, as we have said, of "nonalignment."

Sukarno had set the tone for the Bandung Conference

when he announced, "This is the first intercontinental conference of colored peoples in the history of mankindI
• • . Our nations and countries are colonies no more."
Tito's message at Belgrade assumed the characteristics of a
warning that "as the cold war has ac:"/ ed proportions liable
to lead to the greatest tragedy . . . it is necessary for
the representatives of nonaligned countries . . . to take
coordinated actions, primarily through the United Nations,
in order to find a way out of the present situation."^^
The most current and definitely one of the most important conferences involving the nonaligned nations was held in
Cairo in October of 1964*
nine observer countries.

Present were forty-six nations and
Still critical was the question of

^^Martin, op* cit.. p. XVI.
^^New York Times, September 2, 1961, p. 2.

2S
«ntl*»eoIonimli6m as concerns the relationship of the nations
represented at the conference with the rest of the world.
The conference was split into two separate osn^s*

The mod-

erate eamp was represented by Tito of Yugoslavia, Nasser of
Egypt, and Shastri of India; the militant camp was represented
by Sukarno of Indonesia*
Mr* fito proposed that the main topic of discussion
should center around the development of the economics of the
new ststes; Sukarno advocated that the main topic should be
the discussion of the relationship between the newly emerging nations end the old colonial powers*

Sukarno's militant

camp further stated that there can be no peaceful coexistence
until the nations can face the old forces of donination with
equal strength*

He also calls for a "battle cry" against

imperialism, stating in addition that the cold war is an
ideological conflict designed to forcefully involve innocent
nations on an imperialistic basis*^^
Shastri of India introduced a pies to the conference
that a delegation be sent to Peking asking the Chinese government not to test thoir newly developed nuclear device*
V* Thai Han of Buri.ia was in accordance with ohastri o.-*. this
point and further suggested thai, all nations si n and adhere
to the Test Ban Treaty*
On the third day of the conference the Cuban Prej .v^ it

"^Nfw I'ork Times. October 11, 1964, p. 1.
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walked out of the meeting after being verbally attacked by
a representstlve of the Venezuelan government.

Cubs is

apparently trying to play a somewhat moderate role and may
be seeking a resolution asking for a peaceful coexistence
between Havana and Washington.
The initial result of the conference was a strong
anti-Western resolution based on the following demands: (1)
a mandate that the United States abandon its military base
in Guantanamo, Cuba; (2) there was a call for the United
States to recognize The People's Reoubllc of China; (3)
there was a strong blast against United States' aid to South
Viet Nam; and (4) a call for the end of hostilities in the
Congo.
The initial resolution was proposed by the militant
camp, and before the conference was officially adjourned,
the moderates had managed to ease the final resolution
somewhat.

The final draft was called the "Program for

Peace and International Cooperation."

It attacked Western

attempts at colonialism and domination even after a state
has gained Independence.

It called for an Immediate Geneva

Conference on the war In South Viet Nam.

The conference

endorsed the right of a people to revolt when a colonial
power would not give them indenendence.

Most important was

the fact that incorporated into the final draft was the
principle that coexistence can and must be achieved, this
being proposed by the moderate camp.
The general trend of the final draft was anti-Western.
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This appears to be the basis for attendance at the Cairo
Conference.

There has been a definite evolution of require-

ments for a nation's attendance at a conference of nonaligned nations.

Attendance at the Bandung Conference was based

primarily on regionalism, on the basis of a nation being
non-committed at the Belgrade Conference, and finally on the
basis of a generally anti-Western policy adhered to at the
Cairo Conference.

Whether or not this is indicative of a

permanent stand to be taken by the non-committed nations is
debatable.

Ben Bella of Algeria turned down a proposal made

by Chou En-lal of The People's Republic of China that another nonaligned conference be held in March of 1965 In
Bandung.

Ben Bella's reason was that he did not want to

appear Influenced by either the Western or Eastern bloc
specifically.

The next conference is tentatively scheduled

for Nairobi, Kenya, sometime in 1966.
An understanding and realization of the Importance
of the underdeveloped-nonallgned nations is of greatest importance.

The problem of understanding seems to be not

quantlti^tive but qualitative; the question is not whether to
meet each other half way but how to approach each other on
intersecting tangents.

The motive of "neutralism" can be

made clear as a tool of policy on the part of the new states
in as much as a majority wish to avoid commitment—an understandable attitude for any people of meager resources—and
l^Martln, 0£. £lt., p. 29.
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a fervent desire to be recognized as being associated with
those, and among those who count In world affairs.
The policy of nonalignment is professed by the majority of emerging nations in Asia and Africa today.

It is a

policy which basically attempts to show the determination of
the newly emerging nations of Asia and Africa to resist entanglement in or with either of the great power blocs in the
cold war.

As far as the nonaligned nations are concerned,

neutrality of the past differs greatly from the neutrality
of the present.

In the past, neutrality was generally un-

derstood to be the abstention of weaker states from the
rough-and-tumble politics and pragmatic policies of international relations.

Modern neutralism is a course chosen

by nations who are anxious to advance in the world and who
find mere abstention Ignobly passive.^5
Nonalignment is the sine qua non of neutralism, the
dividing line between neutral and non-neutral, and the foundation of a great deal of the neutralist policies.

The

primary essence of nonalignment is the attainment of a state
of freedom from all alien determinants of foreign policy. It
is commonly accepted in Asia and Africa that nonaligament is
the criterion of actual Independence and existence.
I5|ffartln, 0£. cit.. p. xll.
•^^ayez A. Sayegh, "Anatomy of Neutralism—A Typological Analysis," Jhe Dynamics of Neutralism in the Arab ^orld
(San Francisco: Chandler Publishing Company, 1964), p. 39.
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It is of greatest importance that an understanding
of the anti-colonialist feelings of the nonaligned nations
be firmly established.

Having been dominated by the Western

powers for many years, the newly emerging and nonaligned nations prize the attainment of their sovereignty and independence above all.
It goes without saying that an accurate and specific
definition of each policy of nonalignment as professed by
every nation in Asia and Africa would lead to semantic difficulties of an enormous nature.
The validity of this statement can be seen in the
various views as regards the "specifics" of nonalignment
of the different policy-makers of Asia and Africa.

While

all may agree on generalities as regards the ends of the
policy of nonalignment, leaders of the two different continents often radiate a lack of cohesive thought as regards
the means.

The late Prime Minister of India Jawaharlal

Nehru has said that a neutral nation that Joins a neutral
bloc loses its identity.

This approach to nonalignment dif-

fers considerably from that professed by former Ghanlan
leader Kwame Nkrumah and his Ideas of Pan-Africanism.
Nkrumah has stated the basic alms of Ghana's foreign
policy as African Independence, African unity, and the
maintenance of world peace through a policy of positive
neutrality and nonalignment.

He has further saldi
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The first two aims are inextricably bound together,
since until we are free from foreign domination
we cannot be completely united* Yet united action
is essential if we are to achieve full independence.
The third aim is closely associated with the other
two. Living as we do under the constant threat of
universal destruction, the more unaligned nations
there are, the wider the noncommitted area of the
world, the better the chances of hunian survival*
By moral force, if not by material strength, the
nonaligned nations must exert their influence to
save the world from ultimate disaster* The unity
o^ Africa and the strength it would gather from
continental integration of its economic and industrial development, supported by a united policy
of nonalignment, could have a most powerful effect
for world peace.17
It is readily seen that nonalignment as a declaratory
policy and nonalignment as an action policy present

a most

nebulous and amorphous array of social, economic, and
political pitfalls.

As I have stated in the introduction to

this paper, while the basic criteria of national interest
and national sovereignty are being severely challenged and
have undergone considerable alteration, they do, nevertheless, exist in today's international society.
v;e must remain cognizant of the fact that the nonaligned nations of Asia and Africa are undergoing the revolution of rising expectations.

Their primary concerns are

the attainment and maintenance of their independence and the
subsequent development of stable and competitive political
and economic forces.

Their biggest problem is that of

expediency and the effective implementation of rapid social

-'•'^Kwame Nkrumah, Africa Must Unite (London: Heineman, 19^3), pp. 199-2C0.
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change*

T h e i r biggest choice lies in the area of peaceful

change or forceful and violent chanr^e.
Contributing to the problem is the fact that the n o n aligned nations of Asia and Africa find theiiselves as a
geographical and political stafre for cold w a r conflicts*
l^e problems evolving from the revolution of rising expectations and the fact that the nations with vjhich we are here
concerned find themselves torn in cold war conflict are the
ch^ef contributing factors of the fnost contemporary policies
of nonali«"7i?".ent.
T h e problems posed are centered arouni riilitar:^,
economic, and 'loclil f-actors.

Tl-^-^ initial factor,

ever,

t^at must be dealt v.'-h -^.r. concerns t)^^ attitudes an 1
policies of the nonaligned nations of X->±a and Afri? i toward
cnli war conflict is pollticr.:' in nature.

Some of the

political questions an.i problei s which must be dealt

;ith

in assessinf^ the attitudes and policies of the Afro-"^^ian
no»^rjlif^ned r^ovip are the f .irtl.ora^co of oi:*»s o ;;. intoi'^sts
tl-roa^h v;hatev(^r r.-o^nc are neoess?:^ v^'.' .':ccial obarire*
5 •^-.i,'^•^,r p•o^'?c fron tho si''lo to th ^ coi;pl^ r in ?nt 'National
socletieG a^ ^je'l P - d c 3;^^ic rccictijo.
ive politically in ^hJ9

T h ^ pri-^^ai-' object-

-nectru-^ is zi^qsiiil

^'i^n-^^.

Th<» ->r"'-^'-'• c- ->'•>-' nttitn i'-^:-; rf th'^ nrra''ir* ^':' rn'-ions
<^f r\:-i''

n-nf\ '•^>-io'^ to - r ' t' •' 0-^)11 w'-r -^re ?'or''*^i r/ n^a.-h

f-sr.-5r •'^r.--{-'.-.-\ •••'.• o^ •'»rd«'"^rc'o"^ir.-;-^ v-,f

o." 1r"o"'T-f-^'-^-^t in the

cold w*" conflict, ot intervention, and

of decirion -la.^inc*
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These nations are faced with expediting the development of
their societies and the construction or reconstruction of
their governments.

As long as there exist

in the world

major poles of political, economic, and military power,
these nations will be forced to choose.

Perhaps choice can

be regarded as the most trying responsibility which accompanies attempts at the assertion of self-identity, independence, and freedom.
individuals.

This applies to nations as well as

The responsibility of choice is difficult

enough for those v/ho are accustomed to the process. For
those who are experiencing it for the first tine, it can be
a source of great disillusionment and disappointment.
Panayotis Kannelopoulos effectively comments on the morality
of choice:
History may prove which side is right and which is
wrong* But we cannot sit back and let history take
its course unassisted. There would be no future
for us if we were to surrender to indecision and
fail to fight for what we think is right. Our
responsibility as human beings dictates that we
be ready at any moment to take a stand for or
against. History may reconcile elements which
are today in conflict. Its dialectic is inscrutable,
but as a moral being man must take a clear position
at eve.:y stage.^°
^^Panayotis Kannelopoulos, "Neutrality—Utopia or
Reality?," New Nations in a Divided World, ed. Kurt London
(New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 19t>3}t p. xlll.

CHAPTER IV
NONALIGNMENTI

FACT OR FALLACY?

I have thus far made comments pertinent to the international relationships that exist today between and among
nations.

In addition, the conceptual tone of nonalignment

has been examine regarding the nonaligned nations of Asia
and Africa.

It is now necessary to turn our attention to

the actual attitudes and policies of the nonaligned nations
of Asia and Africa.
"^^^ attitudes of the nonaligned nations of Asia and
Africa find their basic tenets in the attainment and maintenance of Independence and the eradication and prevention
of colonialism In any form.

These attitudes were expressed

in the Afro-Asian Solidarity Conference in 1957•

The ob-

jective of this conference, which was essentially a nongovernmental organization, was to underline the fact that
the era of colonial rule belonged to the past, that the
present era demands the liquidation of colonialism in all
its Various forms and deviations, and that this is necessitated not only by the rights and Interests of the peoples
and countries under colonial rule, but also by the Interests
of the colonial powers themselves, for whom the maintenance
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of emlenlml relations in our times has become an economic
•ml spiritual burden which is more and more difficult to
besr*^
Nonmlignment in itself is both a foreign policy and
^^ attitude*

The twin demands for independence and unity

appear in the foreign policies of nonalignment pursued by
the Afto-Asian nations*
mstic approach

Their attitudes eo^hssise a prmg-

and affirm, three prioritiess

the national

interest, the African or Asian interest, and the interest of
world peace*

As Modibo Keita» President of Mali has stated:

We examine international problems in the light of our
interests and or the interests of Africa, and at the
same time in light of our desire for peace and for the
peaceful co-existence of all countries, and we decide
our policy in the light of these policies alone* If
our policy coincides with that of the Eastern or Western bloc* this is entirely a matter of chance and not
the result of calculation*^
The attitude of the nonaligned nations esqpresses not only
the priority of the national inter rjt, but also affir::.s the
primacy of Asian and African independence*^

The nonalicned

nations of Asia and Africa seem to view the United Hationc
^Sayed tlofal, "The Role of the Arab World in the AfroAsian Conferences From Bandung to Belgrade," in The Dvna::.ic:.
of Neutralism in the Arab iJorld {3an Francisco: Chandler
PublishiSg Company, I964), ^p* 249-250.
2; odibo Kelts, "The Foreign Policy of Tali," Intornf^tional Affairs. Vol. X>::ail (October, 19^1), P* 43^*
^Charles F* Andrain, "Democracy and Sociali^ .:
Ideologies of African Leaders," in Ideologv and Discontent
David E* Apter (ed*)(London: The Free Press of CleiiCO, 19<.4)»
p. 194*
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as their primary tool for the maintenance of their independence and as the medium through which their nations can contribute to world peace.
Regarding the maintenance of their sovereignty and
national interest, the concept of liberation strongly permeates the attitudes of the nonaligned Afro-Asian nations.
Similarities between African and Asian leaders as regards
their attitudes may be readily noted.

In explaining India's

foreign policy as an attempt "to combine idealism with
national interest," the late Prime Minister of India Nehru
has stated:
The main objectives of that policy are: the pursuit
of peace, not through alignment with any major power
or group of powers, but through an independent approach
to each controversial or disputed issue; the liberation
of subject peoples; the maintenance of freedom both
national and individual; the elimination of racial discrimination; and the elimination of want, disease and
ignorance which affect the greater part of the world's
population.^
The attitudes of the nonaligned nations of Asia and
Africa are, as we can see, in most Instances precipitated
by the cold war and recent colonial domination.

Their at-

titudes would appear to be that cold war conflict, both
militarily and politically, is in Itself intervention into
the policy of nonalignment; therefore, these nations view
cold war conflict as a further encroachment upon their
^As quoted by Ross N. Berkes and Moklndor S. Bedl in
Diplomacy of India (Stanford: Stanford University Press,

1 5 50,
8 ^p. 7.
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freedom and a b i l i t y to progress within the framework of the
revolution of rising expectations.

It i s the desire of the

nonaligned nations of Asia and Africa to remain free as regards the decision-making process concerning the two major
blocs in the cold war.

Since the policy and attitude of

nonalignment are both permeated by anti-colonialist thought
and the desire for world peace, the nonaligned nations of
Asia and Africa w i l l in many Instances bring their moral
force to bear in support of what appears a revolutionary
movement when one participant in the cold war conflict
bears the characteristics of a nation striving for freedom
and independence.
A p i t f a l l to be found in this aspect of the attitude
and policy of nonalignment professed by these nations would
seem to be in regard to the greater recognition of their
own national i n t e r e s t .

It i s in this realm that the non-

aligned nations face Incongruencles as regards adherence to
e declaratory policy and an ^ctlon policy.

To effectively

establish a criterion for nonalignment in a situational
framework, the nonaligned nation must f i r s t specify to what
and to whom i t i s nonaligned.

An examination of the policy

and attitude of nonalignment as regards the cold war l o g i c a l l y suggests the presence of the terra "conflict" to function so that i t in turn constitutes a relationship between
only two states (or two groups of states, or for our most
practical purposes in this paper, a state or subsystem s p l i t
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into two factional components such as is exemplified by the
current conflict in Viet Nam).'
As we establish this criterion for a relationship,
^^^ attitude of the nonaligned nations becomes more flexible
and pragmatic depending on the action situation.

Examples

would be the India-Pakistan conflict and the Congo crisis.
The actual concept of power now comes into play since power
is a relationship.
relationship.

Authority may also be looked upon as a

Since the nations with which we are here con-

cerned view the United Nations and the authority thereof as
their primary tool of Influence, it becomes most Important
to these nations that their attitudes, power, and policies
function within the framework of maintaining the beforementioned relationships.
Having examined the overall conceptual attitude of
the nonaligned nations of Asia and Africa, It is appropriate that we now turn our attention to specific cases and
^^® action attitudes and policies of these nations toward
specific conflicts.

Ihi pongo
The policy of nonalignment can be studied as regards
the Congo c r i s i s .

This is an interesting example Inasmuch

Jprancls Low-Beer, "The Concept of Neutralism." The
American p o l i t i c a l Science Review. LVIII (June, 1964),
p. 3830.
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ss the setting tskes plsee in s geographical ares comprised
of nonaligned nations*

The msjority of dsts concerning the

sttltttdes of the nonaligned nations of Asis and Africa in
this instsnce will be taken from Lawrence W. Martin's
Bf.^lrftl^ii I M NonsllgBment^
Concerning the Congo crisis» we might divide the nonsllgned nations into three groupss the radicals, moderstes,
and conservatives.

The rsdlcsl grouping in this case es-

poused the strict tenets of Pan-Afrioanism and advocated
a unified and consolidsted Congo st all cost.

The conserv-

ative element bore a tendency to preserve the status quo.
Rsther then disrupt the ties with the metropole, they wish
to msintain them. '
The majority of states assuming the radical or conservative positions concerning the Congo crisis were all
African with the exception of Indonesia. Robert C. Good,
writing in Martin's work, has described the moderate element
as being African states which are an ideological and political in-between group.

The Asian moderates probably assumed

such a position because they were located in an area sufficiently distant from the Congo to be somewhat less affected
by the passions thst excite the radicals and conservatives.^
Robert C. Good, "The Congo Crisis: A Study of Post
Colonial Politics," in Neutralism and Nonalignment. ed.
Lawrence W. Martin (New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1962),

p. 53.
^Ibid.. p. 58.
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The moderate group precipitated the greatest aisount
of influence as regsrds an active role by the United Nations.
In the Congo crisis, Oood hssr suggested that the moderate
group consisted of Ethiopia, Liberia, Libya, Nigeria, Soms11s, Sudan, Tugo, Tunisia, and all active Asian states except Indonesia*
It is interesting to note that the concepts of national Interest and sovereignty as concerns the policies
of the nonaligned Afro-Asian group clearly established a
pattern which does not represent a policy or an attitude
of nonalignment.

This can be graphically shown here by

reproducing a chart concerning the "Core Positions of the
New States Concerning the Basic Issues in the Congo Crisis.*^
As ststed In the above-mentioned source. Good was appointed
as Director of African Research for the State Department in
the Spring of 1961.
The data presented here concerning the attitudes and
policies of the nonaligned Afro-Asian group regarding the
Congo crisis seems conclusive.

Whatever precept the policy

of nonalignment may be based on, it is obvious that incongruencles exist concerning the means toward the end. The
concept of national Interest can not be validly disregarded

Qlfeii., p. 62.
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as affecting the action policies and attitudes of the nations with which we are concerned*

It was obvious that the

geographical location of this crisis played an integral part
in the formulation of policies and attitudes.

The cold war

conflict was the supreme challenge in this case, and the
objective of these nations was to keep it out of Africa if
at all possible*

I believe It pertinent to examine next the Hungarian
uprising as regards the policies and attitudes of nonalignment*

Ihe Hungarian conflict was noteworthy because it

occurred in Europe, a geographical point of no particular
threat to the nonaligned nations of Asia and Africa*
The policies and attitudes of the Afro-Asian nonaligned nations regarding the strife in Hungary found their
primarTr itapetus in attempts initially to implement noral
force and later to roiaain aloof from the two rajor conflictin?'- powers in the cold war.
In a statement at Lok Sabha, •ove.-ber l6, 1.'36, fonier
Priuie I.inistor of India Jawaharlal I'ehru voiced his iia':ion»s
position of nonali;:ament on the Hungarian isjue:
We are concerned with an attack on freedc. anyv/here
in the world* V/e are concerned also v;ith strong
nations* dominating^ by artaed forces, weaker cointries. In regard to Hungary, ti.e situation was
obscure for some ciays, and 1- was cily gradually
that the story of the tragic even's whicl. have taken
place there became i no.;n. Fro*i the very beginning
we made it clear that, in our opinior., the people
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of Hungary should be allowed to determine their
future according to their own wishes and thst
foreign forces should be withdrawn. That has
been and is our basic view in regard to Hungsuiy*
This has been repeated in the joint statement
of the Prime Ministers of Indonesia, Burma»
Ceylon, and Indis*^
fiost of the attitudes and policies of the noxisligned
nations of Africa and Asis were carried out in the United
Nations*

Out of the Hungarian crisis there developed w e

concept that the nonaligned nations were atteoipting to
create a double standard*

As the United i^ations has in-

creased in siee, there has been evolving within it a double
standard of justice and morality, one for the Vest and one
for the Communist bloc and other members*^^

A statecient by

Krishna Menon, head of the Indian delegation to the United
Nations when the consideration of the Hungarian question
was in progress, perhaps gives so;.e validity to the "double
standard** concept when he says "a reoedy to the Hungarian
situation cannot be found la throwinr: (political stones at
people whom one does not like*"
The nonaligned nations of Afg4stanlstan,Ceylon, Indonesia, India, Saudi Arabia, the U.A*K*, and Ye^en have .oat
' Jawa)'iaral Nehru, India's Foroi'nn rolicy (The Publications Division, ..inistry of inToriiatiori ari^ Broadcasting,
Oovernjient of India, lS6ll, ,, . 555-556.
^^Francis 0* Wilcox. "The uonallGned States and tho
Ifnited Nations," fJfti^^pApnni i^md Nonalignment. ed* Laaro. ce
W. Martin (Frederick A. Praer>er, 1962), p. 1}S.
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consistently sbstsined from voting on resolutions relating
to Hungary.

Others such as Burma^ Cambodia, Tunisia, and

Ceylon had originally supported a Western-sponsored condemnatory resolution.

The growing tendency of the nonaligned

states to abstain on the Hungarian issue does not reflect
approval of the Soviet Union's actionsi but it does suggest
that the nonaligned states now look upon this issue, and
Western efforts to keep it alive, as a cold war maneuver
designed not to alleviate conditions in Hungary, but to
elicit further disapproval of the Soviet Union.

The

United Nations was Impotent because of the power relationship between the United States and the Soviet Union which
prevented a boundary crossing on the part of the United
States.
Once again I would like to emphasise the fact that
national interest is the basic criterion for consensus
among the nonaligned nations of Asia and Africa, and subsequently permeates their attitudes and policies.

In the

Congo, there was a consensus which caused an effective interaction to occur implementing the United Nations' action.
This in turn precipitated a relationship and Interrelationship among the nonaligned nations as it concerned their
own national interest.
lationship.

We have stated that power Is a re-

The power of the United Nations was brought to

^^Ibid.t p. 139.
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bear in the Congo as it was in the national interest of the
African states, and the United Nations was a tool of power
for the policy of nonalignment.
Two characteristics of the loose bipolar international
systetii in this revolutionary age are the ascendancy of wars
of national liberation and the avoidance of head-on collision between super powers in order to prevent the possibility of a thermonuclear war.
In the Hungarian situation, we see the presence of
both of the above-mentioned characteristics of a loose bipolar system.

While the first warrants the use of the

United Nations in a hopefully effective manner, the second
does not.

As regards the policies of the nonaligned nations

toward the Hungarian situation, we see their realization of
the fact that the power relationship in this case was of
greater magnitude than in the Congo.

The power relation-

ship between the United States and the Soviet Union and the
balance of terror determined the outcome of the Hungarian
conflict.
Perceived response as regards action and interaction
may be defined as consisting of an indirect process:
actions of one actor are based on what that actor perceives
to be the capabilities, motives, and future behavior of the
other actors.

It is my contention that the policies of the

nonaligned nations in the Hungarian crisis and the subsequent
failure of the United Nations to effect^i>gply rectify the
lt*UBBOCKi TiXAa

'

^
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situation are based on the fact that perceptual interaction
was present, that perceived action rather than experienced
action on the part of major actors rendered morality impotent
as a power tool, and that nonalignment as an action policy
was ineffective in contributing to the maintenance of stability between the United States and the Soviet Union.
Vietnam
The Vietnamese Crisis is perhaps the foremost example
of the impotency of the policies of the nonaligned nations
as concerns the maintenance of stability.

Their initial

attitudes and policies were formulated in the final resolution resulting from the Conference of Nonaligned Nations in
Cairo in 1964.

The final resolution was entitled "The Pro-

gram For Peace and International Cooperation."

The decla-

ration attacked Western attempts at colonialism and domination even after a state has gained political independence.
It called for an immediate Geneva Conference on the war in
Vietnam.

The proposal further endorsed the right of a

people to revolt when a colonial power would not give them
independence.
On April 1, 1965, seventeen nonaligned nations presented an appeal, originally adopted on r*arch 15 at Belgrade,
Yugoslavia, to President Lyndon Johnson and other heads-ofstate.

The appeal urged negotiations on Vietnam by all

interested countries to take place as soon as possible.
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Pertinent statements follows
We, the undersigned heads-of-state or government,have
noted with great concern the aggravation of existing
tensions and conflicts in Southeast Asia and in certain regions of Africa, the Middle East and Latin
America, arising from oppression and foreign intervention, and regret the present deadlocks in the United
Nations which prevents it from exercising fully its
responsibility in maintaining and safeguarding peace;
We are deeply concerned at the aggravation of the
situation in Vietnam and are convinced that it is the
consequence of foreign intervention in various forms,
including military intervention, which Impedes the.^
Implementation of the Geneva Agreement on Vietnam.*^
The attitudes and policies of the nonaligned nations in the
Afro-Asian group have thus far had no perceived and effective
influence on a peaceful settlement of the Vietnamese crisis.
The greatest contribution the policy of nonalignment
might conceivably make as a result of the Vietnamese conflict lies in the realm of international law.

The maximuH

Impact lies in the area concerning the legality of intervention and an effective way to prevent it.

The change in

international law will also affect the power of the United
Nations.

It will undergo alterations or the necessity for

a complete re-evaluation of legal principles regarding multilateral recognition of governments via SL ill

unilateral

recognition of governments.

^%Jonsllgned States' Appeal on Vietnam as presented
in Current History. XLLC (October, 1965), p. 37.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
The attitudes and policies of the so-called nonaligned
Afro-Asian group toward cold war conflict have had varying
effects on the power relationship that exists in the world
today.

The validity of nonalignment as an action policy

is confronted with the problem of the balance of nuclear
power vis a vis the balance of populace.
The underdeveloped and nonaligned nations are dissatisfied with power distribution both externally and internally.

Power is a relationship, and nonalignment can

not exist as a valid action policy as long as these nations
must adjust the moral power they do possess to policies
which further their own national interest.

Perhaps the

greatest contribution the policy of nonalignment could make
would be in leading the world revolutionary movement to a
point of nediation.

But even this exemplifies the fervor

of these nations to further their own national interest.
The method of formulating policy that starts out by
assuming a comprehensive policy of neutralism or nonalignment
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and seeks to arrive at satisfactory, concrete foreign policies is bsd#^

tising the word unity in declaring a foreign

policy based on nonalignment connotes neither nonsligncent
nor any type of neutralism.

The basic objective of a

nation^s foreign policy is survival.
ously in the national interest*

Survival is most obvi.

A f^roup of nations espous-

ing nonalignment as their foreign policy to obtain the
objective of survival are indeed aligned with each other,
if with no other nation.
Conducting a nation's affairs is a practical matter
akin to bein<r a breadwinner*

-oither is an exercise in

sainthood, and both aro fiercely competitive.
Francis Low-Beer adequately suns up the concept of
neutrality and nonalirnrent as a foreif^n policy in today's
International society:
We disregard the rales for success in pursuing
practical affairs (those of lo.(;ic and experience)
at our practical peril, whatever the spiritual
rewards may be. Yet morality is as relevant to
the statesman a^ it is to the breadwinner. For
neither is it a positive consideration in shapinr- policy* For both it is a liDiiting framework outside which hie actions should not lead.
i'jt niMitralisr^ and nonali'nineit cannot for:.i ,.art
of that framework because they are neither
accepted as ends in the; selves nor derive moral
validity fror: higher moral oriiiCi..lei:. To be
sure, states as well as indiv..: i.iis .ay also
hold pocitiv© ideals th^at givo ujti:.;ato purpose
to their daily conuuc' * But as long a3 the
pr lit leal structure of the wori i rei-'ains anchored
to a foundation of sovereir;! natior.-states loi^

i r a n d s T,o/-Pear, »The Cor.:eT.>t of fleutralisr/^ A: erlcar
political ScioMce Rev:.:),;. Vol. LVIil (June, 196. J, p. JvO.
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whom the preservation of that sovereigntv is
paramount, we have no right to expoct a hl^er
moral ideal from them than this* And in the
pursuit of that ideal their policies of neutralism and nonalignAent may find occasional lowly
service*2
Today's complex international society provides a mandate that the so-called nonaligned nations alir.n ther^selves
with reality, so that reality itself may be preserved*

#, p . 391.

;
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